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15 Nonshared
Environment in
Middle Childhood
Shirley McGuire
Judy Dunn

In this chapter, we focus on sibling differences, rather than on the sources (genetic
and environmental) of sibling similarity during middle childhood. Since the CAP
siblings are studied as individuals on different occasions, we have had the opportunity
to examine differences in experiences for two children in the same family when they
were the same age. For example, we explore the nature of two siblings' txperiences
with their mothers when both children were 7, 9, and 10 years of age. Our aim is to
see if differences in the environmental experiences of the children when they were
the same age are related to various outcomes, specifically their social competence,
psychopathology, and temperament across middle childhood and early adolescence.
In the first part of the chapter, we discuss different ways of conceptualizing
nonshared environment, and review the literature on maternal differential treatment
and children's outcomes. Then, we pursue three questions concerning siblings'
nonshared environmental experiences using the CAP data: (1) How differently are
siblings treated by their mothers when they are the same age? (2) Are there links
between such differential experiences and children's social competence, behavior
problems, and personality? and (3) Do the links between maternal differential
treatment and children's outcomes persist over time?

Conceptualizing Nonshared Environment
Studies have shown that siblings differ across a number of important developmental
outcomes thought to be heavily influenced by the family environment (see Dunn &
Plomin, 1990; Plomin & Daniels, 1987; Scarr & Grajek, 1982). The extent to which
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siblings differ for environmental reasons on a trait has been referred to by a range
of terms: nonshared, within-family, specific, individual, unique, and El environmental influences (Plomin, 1986). In theory, nonshared environment is defined as
the proportion of reliable variance not explained by genetic and shared environmental influences (Plomin, 1986; Plomin & Daniels, 1987). In practice, however,
error variance is rarely excluded from estimates of nonshared environment.
Evidence for the importance of nonshared environmental influence has been
reviewed (see Dunn & Plomin, 1990; Plomin, Chipuer, & Neiderhiser, 1993; Plomin
& Daniels, 1987). Sibling analyses from the CAP support the conclusion that nearly
all environmental variance is of the nonshared variety. For example, a direct test of
the importance of shared environment comes from the correlation for adoptive
siblings; adoptive sibling correlations in the CAP for parental reports of children's
temperament were near zero in infancy and early childhood (Plomin, Coon, Carey,
DeFries, & Fulker, 1991). Although genetic influences were significant, heritability
estimates rarely accounted for as much as half of the variance of the temperament
measures. Children's intelligence, on the other hand, has shown significant shared
environmental influence (Cardon, Fulker, DeFries, & Plomin, 1992; Plomin,
DeFries & Fulker, 1988), but research on adolescents has found little sibling
similarity for intelligence (Loehlin, Horn, & Willerman, 1989; Scarr & Weinberg,
1977). This suggests that nonshared environmental influences may become more
important as the CAP children grow older.
While behavioral genetic analyses have documented the importance of nonshared
environment as an "anonymous" component of variance, such analyses do not
identify specific aspects of siblings' experiences that make them so different despite
growing up in the same family . It is important to move beyond the indirect evidence
and investigate directly those environmental influences which siblings do not share,
and to relate these experiences to outcomes (Rowe & Plomin, 1981). Several
researchers have warned that nonshared experiences may be too idiosyncratic to be
of help in understanding development (see responses to Plomin & Daniels, 1987).
That is, events such as meeting the President of the United States or being in a car
accident may be very important in a person's life, but not systematic enough to aid
us in understanding individual differences in development across the population.
Studies of children's differential experiences, which we review in the next section,
suggest that such pessimism may be unwarranted. During the last decade, researchers in the fields of child development and family studies have been examining
the nature of children's different experiences within the family (Dunn & Plomin,
1990). The majority of these studies have focused on siblings' experiences with their
mothers on the same measurement occasion. That is, mothers and children are
interviewed and observed at the same time. When assessed in this manner, the
siblings' nonshared environment reflect children's day-to-day experiences. It includes
the extent to which siblings experience distinct environments, attend to different
aspects of their surroundings, and perceive situations uniquely.
In this chapter, we approach siblings' nonshared environment from a different
perspective. Instead of focusing on the differences in the siblings' experiences of
family life on a day-to-day basis when they were different ages, we consider the
possibility that differences in their experiences when they were the same age may
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be important in their development. Were the experiences of one child as a
7-year-old different from the experiences of her sibling as a 7-year-old? If so, do
these differences relate to the children's outcome? If their experiences were similar
- if, for example, there is consistency in parental behavior to the siblings when
they are the same age - this would imply that such experiences do not contribute
to the differences in their development. In contrast, the impact of witnessing
and perceiving different experiences from those of your sibling may be important. Analyzing the differential experiences of siblings when they were the same
age can, then, begin to clarify the significance of differences in these " direct"
experiences.
To address this issue, the mothers were interviewed about their relations with
each child on different occasions when the siblings were the same age. That is, each
mother discussed her first child when he or she was 7 years old and was interviewed
again when the second child became 7 years old. Comparisons of mothers'
self-reports of their treatment of the siblings when the children were the same age
indicates how the children were treated. They do not include the children's
perceptions or observations of maternal treatment (although they of course reflect
the mothers' perceptions of their own behavior rather than those of independent
observers). In a way, this approach is similar to the between-family approach in
which children are compared across families; however, we are comparing two
children within a family.

Maternal Differential Treatment and Children's Outcomes
In this section, we review the literature documenting maternal treatment when the
children are different ages and the same age, and consider the research which has
examined links between such experiences and children's outcomes.

Siblings at different ages
Studies of young siblings have shown that from the beginning children are very
sensitive to their mothers' attention toward their siblings. After the birth of a
sibling, firstborns rarely ignore interactions between their mothers and siblings, but
frequently respond to mother-sibling interactions with protests or demands for
attention (Dunn & Kendrick, 1982). During their second year, secondborns are in
turn very attentive to older sibling-mother interactions (Dunn & Munn, 1985).
Koch (1960) interviewed children in early childhood about the parent and sibling
relationship. She found that children - particularly firstborns - were very concerned
about inequality in parental attention. Interviews with older children and adults
reveal that differential treatment is still an issue for adolescents (Daniels, 1986;
Daniels & Plomin, 1985) and adults (Baker & Daniels, 1990). Moreover, the
discrepancies reported in maternal behavior are relatively large. In a study of the
CAP children, 32% of the mothers reported large discrepancies in their affectionate
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behavior and 29% in their controlling behavior toward their two children, suggesting that differential treatment is also an important issue for parents (Dunn et al.,
1991).

Siblings at the same age
Previously, CAP data have been reported concerning mothers' behavior toward two
siblings at 1, 2, and 3 years of age (Dunn, Plomin, 1986). These studies found that
mothers were relatively consistent in their behavior to their two children when each
child was the same age. The mothers, however, did not behave consistently to the
same child across ages - at least in the circumstances in which the data were
collected. These results suggest that during infancy and the preschool period, the
developmental stage of the children was a particularly powerful influence on
mothers' behavior. To put it concretely, some mothers appear to be particularly
interested and affectionate toward their children when they are babies; some are
more interested in them as they become preschoolers; and so on. We now examine
the question of whether children's family experiences during middle childhood are
similar or different to those of their siblings. Do some children, for example,
experience a different family environment as 7-year-olds than their siblings did as
7-year-olds? And are these differences in experience related to their behavioral
outcomes when they reach 9 years old?

Links to outcomes
The demonstration that differences in parental treatment existed and that children
were aware of such differences in their parent-child experiences was just the initial
step in examining the role of such experiences as influences on development. Several
related, but relatively unexplored, issues include the links between such differential
experiences and children's temperament, sibling relationships, and individual outcomes. In addition, few studies of siblings' differential experiences have investigated
children across early childhood into adolescence. It was this gap in the literature
which led to the development of the Colorado Sibling Study (CSS), a longitudinal
study of sibling relationships and nonshared environmental experiences and a
subproject of the Colorado Adoption Project (Dunn, Stocker, & Plomin, 1991;
Stocker, Dunn, & Plomin, 1989). In addition to the reasonably well-documented
effects of maternal differential treatment on children's sibling relationships and
temperament (Boer, 1990; Brody, Stoneman, & Burke, 1987; Bryant & Crockenberg,
1980; Hetherington, 1988; Stocker et al., 1989), nonshared environment has also
been found to be linked to outcomes such as behavior problems, anxiety, and low
self-esteem (Daniels, Dunn, Furstenberg, & Plomin, 1985; Dunn & Plomin, 1990;
Dunn et al., 1991; McHale & Gamble, 1989; McHale & Pawletko, 1992). These
studies found that when mothers were differentially attentive, affectionate, or
controlling to their various children, the siblings were more likely to be hostile
toward one another and the less favored child was more likely to have behavior
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problems and lower self-esteem. These results appeared in studies focusing on early
childhood to adolescence which used diverse methods such as observations, data
collected over the telephone, interviews, and questionnaires.
The studies linking outcomes to differential treatment examined differences in
siblings' experiences with their mothers when the two children were at different
ages and developmental stages. The research has shown that at a given point in time
mothers do treat their children differently and that such nonshared experiences are
linked to children's outcomes and relationships with others. Since the siblings were
different ages, it is perhaps not surprising to find that their interactions with their
mothers were different. As Sandra Scarr puts it, "Can you imagine speaking to a
1-year-old as you would to a 2-year-old, even if you were the most insensitive person
in the world?" (Scarr, 1987). However, we should also consider the possibility that
parents' behavior differed toward their children when the siblings were the same age
(i.e., at different measurement occasions). Did each child have similar experiences
of love, attention, and control from their parents during childhood? If so, do such
differences contribute to individual differences in outcome?

Method
Sample
For this study we examined the CAP children when they were 7, 9, and 10 years
old. We used measures which had been completed by the mothers and both siblings
across the three time points. Since the CAP is an ongoing longitudinal study, the
sample sizes decreased across time, and therefore, results presented here must be
interpreted with caution and will require replication. There were 100 (49 adoptive
and 51 nonadaptive) pairs at 7 years, 77 (32 adoptive and 45 nonadaptive) pairs at
9 years, and 54 (22 adoptive and 32 nonadaptive) pairs at 10 years.

Measures
At all three time points, mothers completed Dibble and Cohen's (1974) Parent
Report in which they rated their behavior toward the child using a 7-point scale
(0 = never to 6 =always). The 48-item measure included eight positive and negative
subscales which were factor analyzed. The results revealed three factors: Acceptance
or Warmth (Acceptance of Child as a person, Child Centeredness, Sensitivity to
Feelings, Positive Involvement, and Shared Decision Making), Inconsistency (Inconsistent and Lax Enforcement of Discipline, and Detachment), and Negative
Control (Control through Guilt, Control through Hostility, Control through
Anxiety, and Withdrawal of Relationship). Only the Acceptance and Negative
Control subscales were used in our analyses because they most closely parallel other
measures found in the literature.
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Three sets of outcome variables were examined: psychopathology, competence
and self-worth, and intelligence. Children's internalizing and externalizing problems
were assessed by mothers and teachers at 7, 9, and lO using the Child Behavior
Checklist (CBCL) (Achenbach l99la, b). Social competence (Confidence, Leadership, Popularity, and Problem Behavior) was assessed by teachers at all three time
points using the CAP Social Competence Scale (CSCS) (see Chapter 10 for details).
In addition, the children reported their feelings of behavioral, scholastic and social
competence, and self-worth using Harter's (1982) Self-Perception Profile (SPP) at
ages 9 and 10. Each child's IQ was assessed using the Wechsler Intelligence Scale
for Children-Revised (WISC-R) at age 7 (see Chapter 4).
We also investigated individual differences in temperament as potential correlates
of sibling environmental differences. Mothers and teachers rated each child's level
of emotionality, activity, and sociability using the Colorado Childhood Temperament Inventory (CCTI) at ages 7, 9, and 10 (see Chapter 9).

Results
In this section that follows, differences in maternal treatment of siblings are related
to individual differences in the outcome and temperament variables across time. For
a more detailed explanation of the advantages and disadvantages of analyses using
difference scores, see Rovine ( 1993).

Maternal behavior
As with the results from the study of mother-child interaction at I, 2, and 3 years,
the sibling correlations for parental Acceptance and Negative Control were moderate
to high across the three time points (see Table 15.1). At each of the ages, mothers'
reports of their behavior to their two children were similar. The magnitude of the
correlations was greater for nonadoptive pairs than adoptive pairs, suggesting
genetic influence on the Dibble and Cohen parenting measure. These analyses are
presented and discussed in greater detail in Chapter 17; however, the results remind
us that siblings may differ for genetic as well as environmental reasons. In addition,
correlations across time showed considerable stability in the degree of maternal
warmth (rs ranged from .65 to .70) and control (rs ranged from .49 to .68) directed
toward the two children.
We created difference scores by subtracting the scores for mothers' reports of their
behavior toward the younger siblings from the scores for mothers' reports of
their behavior toward the older siblings; these differences, even though small in
scale, might be significantly related to differences in the children's outcomes.
Correlations among the difference scores showed little stability across time for the
two scales. As with the previous analyses of sibling data (Dunn et al., 1986; Dunn
et al., 1985; Dunn & Plomin, 1986), this result suggests that differences in maternal
behavior are not stable and may be influenced by the age or developmental stage of
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the children . Some mothers are consistent toward their two children as 7-year-olds,
but are not toward those same siblings at 11 years of age.
Table 15.1 Sibling correlations and sample sizes for
mother-reported maternal parenting measures at 7, 9,
and 10 years.
Measure

Year

Maternal Acceptance
(N)

Maternal Negative Control
(N)

Maternal Inconsistency
(N)

7

9

10

.61•
(100)
.71•
(99)
.64•
(100)

.7o•
(79)
.60•
(79)
.47•
(78)

.58•
(53)
.32•
(54)
.63•
(54)

•p < .01.

Links with outcomes
In general, the number of significant correlations between maternal differential treatment and mother-rated competence was not significantly above chance. We did find
correlations between differences in maternal treatment and older and younger siblings'
psychopathology (Tables 15.2 and 15.3). Children who received more maternal warmth
than their sibling scored lower on externalizing and internalizing problems. There were
a few significant associations between maternal negative control and both siblings'
externalizing problems. Children receiving more discipline than their sibling scored
higher on externalizing problems. Maternal behaviors were related to teachers' ratings
of externalizing behavior for the older siblings (see Table 15.2) and to mothers' reports
of internalizing and externalizing problems for younger siblings (see Table 15.3).
Table 15.2 Correlations between differences in mothers' reports of maternal
Acceptance and Negative Control toward the two siblings and older siblings' scores on
the Child Behavior Checklist at 7, 9, and 10 years .
Maternal Acceptance

Outcome

7
Year 7
Internalizing (M)
Externalizing (M)
Internalizing (T)
Externalizing (T)
Year 9
Internalizing (M)
Externalizing (M)
Internalizing (T)
Externalizing (T)

10

9

.25••

.09
- .01
- .08
- .31••

- .15
-.37••

.22
.19
.14
- .25•

-.12
-.01
.08
- .08

- .16
.08
-.3o••
-.43••

- .01
- .03
.07
- .01

.13

Maternal Negative Control

7

.07
.11

-.14
- .02
.06
.05
.02
.04

9

10

- .02
.14
.13
.42••

- .26•
- .19
- .16
.32••

.09
.29 ..
.01
.2o•

- .20
-.05
.06
.17
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Table 15.2 (Cont.)
Outcome

Mattmal Acctptanct

Year 10
Internalizing (M)
Externalizing (M)
Internalizing (T)
Externalizing (T)

Mattrnal Netative Control

7

9

10

7

9

10

.05
.07
-.05
-.02

.23
.16
.01
-.11

.21

.11
.12
.18

.10
.08
.21•
.16

- .12
-.01
- .27•
- .12

.13
.28•
.14

.04

Nott: M =mother report; T = teacher report.
•p < .10, two-tailed, ••p < .05, two-tailed.

We do not, then, have evidence from these data that differences in how mothers
treat their children when they are the same age explain why children differ in
competence. The low number of significant correlations, however, may be due to
the lack of stability over time in the difference scores used to assess maternal
differential treatment; such instability suggests that the scores may reflect mostly
error. It should also be noted that these measures of maternal behavior are
solely self-report assessments; clearly it would be preferable also to have other
assessments of maternal behavior, such as observational measures or children's
reports.
Table 15.3 Correlations between sibling differences in mother's reports of maternal
Acceptance and Negative Control and younger siblings' scores on the Child
Behavior Checklist at 7, 9, and 10 years.

Maternal Acceptance

Outcome

Year 7
Internalizing (M)
Externalizing (M)
Internalizing (T)
Externalizing (T)
Year 9
Internalizing (M)
Externalizing (M)
Internalizing (T)
Externalizing (T)
Year 10
Internalizing (M)
Externalizing (M)
Internalizing (T)
Externalizing (T)

Maternal Negative Control

7

9

10

7

9

10

.27••
.28 ..
- .22..
.02

.33••
.16
-.01
- .08

.12
.27•
-.17
-.15

-.12
- .12
-.16
- .09

-.07
-.05
.14
.11

-.06
-.08

.24•
.23•
-.15
-.07

.39••
.3o••
-.02
.01

.31 ..
.3o••
.24•
.12

-.09
- .2o•
.05
.03

- .20
-.27•
- .19
-.17

.3o••
.32..
.10
.29•

.22•
.32••
- .10
-.02

.16
.03
.06
-.18

- .18
-.12
-.32..
- .12

.05
.12
.16
.47••

Note: M = mother report; T = teacher report.
•p < .10, two-tailed, ••p < .05, two-tailed.

.09

.04
.24•
.29••
.08
.09
- .16
- .25

.11
.01
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Links with temperament
Some of the older siblings' temperament characteristics were related to differences
in maternal warmth and negative control (see Table 15.4). We also examined links
between differences in maternal behavior and the younger siblings' temperament
characteristics but found few significant correlations. For older siblings, higher
emotionality and activity were related to less maternal warmth. Most significant
correlations occured between temperament at 9 years and later differences in
maternal treatment at 10 years. In general, maternal differential behavior was not
related to later sibling temperament.
Table 15.4 Correlations between differences in mother's reports of maternal
Acceptance and Negative Control toward the two siblings and older siblings'
scores on the CCTI at 7, 9, and 10 Years
Maternal Acceptance

Temperament differences

10

7

9

-

- .14
.12
.10
.18
.12
- .24•
-.13
.o7

.03
.02
.01
- .04
- .10
.10
.16
- .14

- .01

-.01
- .08
- .13
.16

.01
.03
.08
.22•
.10
.13
.02
.07

-.01
- .08
.01
.10
- .24••
.06
.06
.09

- .OS
.07
-.06
.21+
- .3o••
- .07
-.ll
.OS

-.18
-.31••
. ll
.28••
.12
- .34••
- .3s••
.21

-.10
- .07
.II
- .03
.06
.02
.13
- .06

- .OS
- .09
.08
.10
- .03
- .13
-.14
- .08

- .07
. ll
- .32••
- .OS
.20
.12
.23•
.10
.2s•
- .08
-.12
.02
- .08
- .06
.22..
.08

9

7

Year 7
Emotionality (M)
Activity (M)
Sociability (M)
Attention (M)
Emotionality (T)
Activity (T)
Sociability (T)
Shyness (T)
Year 9
Emotionality (M)
Activity (M)
Sociability (M)
Attention (M)
Emotionality (T)
Activity (T)
Sociability (T)
Shyness (T)
Year 10
Emotionality (M)
Activity (M)
Sociability (M)
Attention (M)
Emotionality (T)
Activity (T)
Sociability (T)
Shyness (T)

Maternal Negative Control

- .OS
-.14
- .02

-

.06

-

Note: M = mother report; T = teacher report.
•p < .10, two-tailed, ••p < .05, two-tailed.

. Is•
- .21••

.06
-.14
.09
.08
- .01
.22 ..

10

.04
.OS
- .22•
.16
- .01
.16
- .OI

.04
-.08
- .01
- . I4
- .17
- .09
.02
- .14
.OS
- .I3
- .03
- .16
.I4
- .07
.OI
.OI

.OS
.03
.08
.03
.01
.02
.12
- .23
-.OS
.IS
.OS
- .1S
- .03
- .07
- .03
- .13
- .16
.26•
- .1S
- .3o••

- .04
.ll
.14
.ll
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The relationships between maternal behavior and children's outcome and personality across time highlight the issue of direction of effects: we clearly cannot assume
that maternal differential behavior is a cause and not a consequence of children's
behavior problems or personality differences. Indeed, recent studies of children's conduct-disorders have suggested that children's behavior plays a significant
role in both the parenting process and their own adjustment and social development
(Anderson, Lytton, & Romney, 1986; Lytton, 1990; Patterson, 1986).
In order to address the issue of the direction of effects, the older siblings'
temperament data were subjected to regression analyses. Differential maternal
affection when the older sibling was 10 years old was not correlated with earlier
temperament (as established from both mother and teacher ratings). There were,
however, links between older siblings' temperament at 9 years and differences in
maternal warmth at 10 years. We examined the association between temperament at
9 years and later maternal warmth after controlling for differences in maternal
warmth at 9 years and temperament at 10 years to determine if the longitudinal
associations were a function of the contemporaneous correlations between the
measures at 9 and 10 years or the stability of mothers' reports of their own behavior.
Since the sample sizes were small, we used only the temperament characteristics
significantly correlated with differences in maternal warmth: mothers' reports of
attention and activity and teachers' reports of activity and sociability (see Table
15.4).
Using hierarchical regression, maternal reports of temperament at 9 years
predicted an additional 15% of the variance in differential maternal warmth at 10
years after controlling for previous maternal warmth (total R 2 = .27). In a separate
analysis, teachers' reports of children's temperament predicted an additional 19%
in differences in maternal warmth after controlling for mothers' behavior at 9 years
(total R 2 = .31). In addition, maternal behavior at 9 years was not correlated with
the temperament variables at 9 years (see Table 15.4). These results suggest that
the links between older siblings' temperament at 9 years and later differential
maternal affection was not just a function of the relationship between these two
variables at 9 years or the stability over time in maternal behavior.
In a second set of regression analyses, we examined whether or not temperament
at 9 years predicted differences in maternal affection at 10 years after controlling
for temperament at 10 years. We wanted to know whether or not the relationship between temperament at 9 years and later maternal behavior reflected the link
between the two variables at 10 years. We found that mothers' reports of
temperament at 9 years did not predict a significant amount of the variance (2%)
in later differences in maternal behavior at 10 years after controlling for temperament
at 10 years (total R 2 = .15). Teachers' reports of the older siblings' temperament at
9 years, however, did predict an additional 34% of the variance in differences in
maternal warmth when the siblings were 10 years after controlling for earlier
temperament {total R 2 = .35). It appears that differences in mothers' warmth toward
the siblings were related to past but not present teacher ratings of the children's
temperament and to both past and present maternal ratings of temperament.
Perhaps the mothers' behavior toward the older siblings was affected by information
they received from the teachers' concerning their children's behavior and they were
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not aware of the teachers' present views. We should stress, however, that the sample
sizes in these analyses were small and that the links between earlier temperament
and later maternal behavior were not replicated across all the measurement
occas10ns.

Conclusions
In this chapter, we have considered the extent to which siblings experienced
different environments during middle childhood when they were the same age. In
general, the findings indicate that mothers treat their children rather similarly when
they are at the same age. This is an interesting contrast to the evidence that at any
one point in "real time," when children are different ages, their mothers behave
quite differently toward them. These results echo those found for the toddler and
preschool period (Dunn eta!., 1985; Dunn eta!., 1986; Dunn & Plomin, 1986). The
results do not support arguments that ordinal position plays a significant role in
children's nonshared experiences (Hoffman, 1991). In fact, strong birth-order
effects have not been found in large studies of children's personality (Ernst & Angst,
1983).
Secondly, the results indicate that the small differences in maternal differential
treatment when the children were the same age were not related to the ch·ildren's
later competence. However, there were correlations between differences in maternal
warmth and both older and younger siblings' behavior problems and the older
siblings' temperament characteristics. It is possible that temperament and adjustment measures assess behaviors that are more relevant for understanding family
relationships, whereas the competence measures assess more school-related behaviors. That is, whether or not a child is very emotional, active, or rebellious may be
more important as an influence on the mother's behavior than a child's popularity
or confidence with peers.
There is, however, growing evidence that differential experiences in siblings'
everyday lives (that is, at the same time when the children are different ages) are
related to children's relationships and adjustment (Dunn & Plomin, 1990). It
appears that this second type of differential experience, that which siblings
encounter everyday, may be more important in relation to children's development.
The willingness of mothers to report such disparity in their treatment of their
children points to how common the situation is for parents (Dunn eta!., 1991). In
addition, it may be that children's perceptions of differential treatment, compared
to their 'objective' experiences, are especially significant for children's adjustment.
We know from other research that from very early in development children are
extremely sensitive to such differences (Dunn, 1988; Koch, 1960).
In general, our results showed that two siblings have similar experiences with
their mother at the same age. This finding suggests that such experiences do not
explain why the siblings are so different and, thus, other factors must be contributing to individual differences in children's development. As we have noted, witnessing differential behavior to self and to other children may be more important than
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similar experiences of direct interaction with the parents. Seeing your mother's
evident affection for your sibling may override the impact of the affection you in
fact received at the same age. This is an idea directly at odds with the usual view
of what matters in parenting; an idea that collides with current psychological theory,
but is definitely worth pursuing (Dunn & Plomin, 1990).
There are two issues concerning the longitudinal nature of these experiences
which should be noted. First, the connections over time remind us that a key issue
for future research will be to clarify the question of the direction of effects in these
links between individual differences and differential experiences. Parents may be
reacting to temperamental and behavioral differences in their children which have
developed over time as the children react to parental treatment. Second, longitudinal data may also help us to understand how children's developmental level is
linked to their differential experiences within the family .
In this chapter, we have examined only one example of nonshared environment:
maternal treatment. Many other dimensions remain to be explored - father-child
relations, sibling relationship experiences, extra-familial experiences. These aspects
of nonshared environment may be of greater importance for understanding children's development (Rowe & Plomin, 1981). Studies have shown that children in
middle childhood report very different experiences of their relationships with each
other (Boer, 1990; McGuire & McHale, 1993; Stocker & McHale, 1992), and that
these relationship experiences are linked to children's adjustment (Daniels et al.,
1985). A recent study of paternal differential behavior points to the importance of
understanding the role of fathers here (Brody, Stoneman, & McCoy, 1992). In the
Colorado Sibling Study, we found that siblings have very different relationships
with their friends and teachers (see Dunn & McGuire, 1993). In addition,
differences in children's extra-familial experiences were related to differences in the
siblings' temperamental characteristics (McGuire, Dunn, & Plomin, 1991 ). It is
likely that differences in extra-familial relations may become more important as the
CAP children become older and spend more time outside the family (Dunn &
Plomin, 1990).
Another important set of differential experiences are major life events and
illnesses. A study of 40 sibling pairs showed that a number of events such as school
problems, accidents, or illnesses were not directly experienced by both siblings at
the same time, although some of these events did have an impact on the other
sibling (Beardsall & Dunn, 1992). Moreover, 63% of the major life events that were
apparently shared by siblings (e.g., death or illness of a family member) had a
different impact on the two children. It may be that certain events are too
idiosyncratic to be important in development, like visits to the doctor. Temporary
illnesses such as winter colds may influence a child's life very little. On the other
hand, chronic hay fever or asthma may have large effects by restricting a child's
activities. A recent study by McHale and Pawletko (1992) showed that the links
between nonshared experiences and children's well-being were different for children
with disabled siblings, than for those with nondisabled siblings. Being treated better
than one's sibling was associated with higher anxiety for those with disabled
siblings; however, for those with nondisabled siblings, preferential treatment
resulted in lower anxiety . :'!tis suggests that families with chronically ill or disabled
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children may be viewed as a different context for other dimensions of sibling
differential experiences, and that illness and disabilities should be studied as forms
of nonshared environment.
Understanding the nature of nonshared experiences over time will not be an easy
task for researchers. Studies are already moving beyond the focus on maternal
behavior that until recently has been the most frequently investigated source of
nonshared environment (e.g., Brody et al., 1992). However, longitudinal studies
such as the CAP are needed to unravel the direction and strength of these
associations. Such studies may help us to better grasp the complex nature of
siblings' different lives inside the family.

